SRI PADMAVATIMAHILA VISVAVIDYALAYAM, TIRUPATI  
(WOMEN’S UNIVERSITY)

No. SPMVV/ Results/B9/2019                                      Date: 31.05.2019

NOTIFICATION

Candidates with the following Hall Ticket Numbers are provisionally declared to have passed the B. Pharmacy Final Year Examinations of this University held in the month of March, 2019. The marks secured by the candidates in these examinations are given in the brackets against each.

**B. Pharmacy (Final Year)**

**Hall Ticket Numbers:**

- **Distinction:** 2015IPT28001(919/1200), 2015IPT28003(966), 005(960), 011(936), 012(915), 013(964), 014(1004), 016(1027), 018(979), 020(977), 024(982), 028(992), 030(968) and 031(1031).

- **First Class:** 2015IPT28002(909), 006(783), 007(775), 008(858), 017(823), 019(898), 021(913), 026(927) and 029(791).

**Lateral Entry**

**Hall Ticket No:**

- **Distinction:** 2016IPT28042L (934/1200) and 044L (978)

- **First Class:** 2016IPT28041L (776/1200)

**Hall Ticket Numbers:**

  Failed In Papers- IV.T.4

  Failed In Papers- IV.T.4.


P.T.O
Supplemental:
Hall Ticket No:

First Class: 201428004 (774/1200).
  201428020 – Passed in final year only - (718/1200)
  201428003 - (Registered for papers IV.T.3 & IV.T.4)
    Passed in paper – IV.T.3
    Failed in paper – IV.T.4
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To
The Notice Board
Copy to the Dean, School of Sciences, SPMVV, Tirupati.
Copy to the Head, Institute of Pharmaceutical Technology, SPMVV, Tirupati.
Copy to the spmvv.ac.in.
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